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Abstract 

A simple model for work-hardening associated with rotation of active normal faults around horizontal axes 
mimics features of extended regions. We use Mohr-Coulomb envelopes to derive a frictional rheology for the upper 
crust. Sliding on block-bounding faults is assumed to constrain the stress state in the upper crust regardless of the 
deformation within the blocks. The model predicts that the stress-strain relations at a constant depth will be 
saw-toothed in shape with stages of gradual work-hardening following events of abrupt softening. The rupture of 
faults at the weakest zone in the loaded crust corresponds to the softening stage that is followed by work-hardening 
due to local block rotation. Work-hardening can drive lateral distribution of tectonic extension to form large 
extended regions with many domains of tilted blocks (Basin and Range type). In a thinning crust, however, material 
points undergo shallowing and the work-hardening is moderated by the effect of shallowing that decrease the 
frictional resistance. We use experimentally derived parameters of strength and friction to quantify the model 
predictions and to analyze the distribution of extension in Basin and Range and the frequency of tilt values in this 
region. 

I.  Introduct ion  

High extensional strains are frequently mani- 
fested by rotation of crustal blocks. While blocks 
of the shallow sedimentary cover may rotate by 
glide on curved normal faults, several recent stud- 
ies indicate that planar normal faults dominate at 
depth. Deep reflection imaging in extensional 
regions show mainly planar reflectors in the sedi- 
mentary sections (Jackson et al., 1988; Thompson 
et al., 1989; Smith et al., 1989; Roberts and 
Yielding, 1991; Yielding et al., 1991; Brun et al., 
1991). Stein and Barrientos (1985) combine 
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hypocenter distribution with geodetic data to lack 
of curvature in a Basin and Range earthquake. 
Studies of distributions of hypocenters with depth 
in other regions preferred planar active normal 
faults throughout the seismogenic layer (Jackson, 
1987; Deverchere and Houdry, 1993). Deep nor- 
mal fault events typically show dips in excess of 
60 ° and always higher than 40 ° (Jackson, 1987; 
Thatcher and Hill, 1991; Doser and Yarwood, 
1993). Although low-angle seismic reflections are 
observed, these are not necessarily features of 
active frictional sliding. 

Rotation of blocks bounded by planar normal 
faults can be achieved by 'domino'  or 'book shelf' 
style (Figs. 1,2) (Proffett, 1977; Garfunkel and 
Bartov, 1977; Stewart, 1980; Jackson et al., 1988; 
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Le Pichon and Chamot-Rooke, 1991; Westaway, 
1991). The activity of a rotating normal fault is 
limited by the angle between the fault plane and 
the principal stress axes. Once the angle of a fault 
plane decreases below a certain limit, the shear 
traction across the plane becomes insufficient for 
driving further slip (Sibson, 1985; Nur et al., 
1986). Therefore, reactivation of rotated faults 
that are inclined to their frictionally optimal ori- 
entations implies increase of the strength, or 
work-hardening of the faulted crust. In this paper 
we investigate the rheology of the faulted crust 
and analyze its implication to the formation of 
extensional regions. As the state of stress in the 
faulted crust is bound by the friction of its faults, 

we refer to the long-term response of the faulted 
crust as frictional rheology. We choose this term 
as it encompass the Mohr-Coulomb frictional 
strength criterion for granular materials, as well 
as the ‘internal friction’ characteristic of shear 
fracture of rocks (Handin, 1966, 1969; Reches 
and Lockner, 1994). The deformation of the up- 
per crust is largely localized by slip on faults. 
Assuming that deformation of the upper crust 
requires overcoming friction on these faults, we 
seek a frictional rheology for describing the re- 
sponse of the crust to tectonic stresses. 

Agnon and Eidelman (1991) have alluded to 
crustal block rotation as a mechanism which can 
contribute to work-hardening that controls litho- 
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Fig. 1. Structural relations in the Yerington district, Basin and Range province, after Proffett (1977): (a) tilting of blocks, rotation 
and locking of normal faults, and second generation faulting; (b) slip on second generation faults and further rotation while locked 

first generation faults rotate passively; (c) third generation faulting. 
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spheric necking instabilities. As long as the mate- 
rial of the plate hardens sufficiently, the strength 
prohibits local necking under  extension. So 
work-hardening may be responsible for the distri- 
bution of extensional deformation over wide re- 
gions such as the Basin and Range. This potential 
is interesting from a modeling point of view be- 
cause distributed deformation is often attributed 
to the viscous rheology of the lithosphere (Sonder 
and England, 1986; Zuber  et al., 1986; Buck, 
1991). 

Consider a thin plate loaded at the ends in 
extension at constant strain rate and decoupled 
from the substratum. The plate yields locally at 
the weakest available zone, and this local yielding 
unloads the rest of the plate. Sufficient work- 
hardening of the currently weakest domain drives 
the deformation away to the incumbent weakest 
domain. In this fashion the deformation migrates 
across a large region. Therefore,  work-hardening 
may result in distributed finite deformation de- 
spite temporal localization in space. Work- 
hardening can drive migration of faulting and 
seismicity across extended regions on a variety of 
time scales. Intermittence of tectonic activity in 

materials that are governed by frictional rheology 
has no counterpart  feature in viscoplastic materi- 
als, where diffusion controls the flow rates. Fur- 
thermore,  unlike viscosity, friction depends only 
slightly on deformation rate and temperature 
(Byerlee, 1978). Unlike conventional metal plas- 
ticity, friction depends strongly on normal stress, 
or pressure. In addition frictional strength de- 
pends strongly on availability of slip planes, un- 
like continuum plasticity. 

The frictional response of a faulted rock mass 
has been investigated in a variety of contexts. 
Reches (1979) showed that the gross strength of a 
faulted domain depends on the angular relations 
between the faults and the applied stresses and 
that softening and hardening stages are expected. 
Sibson (1985) derived an expression for the maxi- 
mum rotation of active faults by implicitly assum- 
ing a constant mean stress. Nur et al. (1986) 
emphasized the role of the actual difference in 
cohesive strength of intact and faulted rock. Gar- 
funkel (1989) derived a general expression for 
maximum angles of block rotation without spe- 
cific assumptions on the parameters of the fric- 
tion and brittle envelopes. These studies analyzed 
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Fig. 2. Modes of large-scale deformation by slip along faults. Rotational mode: (a) a single set of faults; (b) block rotation by large 
displacements  on a single set of  faults, little distributed deformation at the block boundaries  (shaded). Non-rotational mode: (c) a 
conjugate set of faults; (d) large displacements  along the two sets of faults. The overlapping areas (shaded) show regions of 
expected higher internal deformation. 
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the response of a crust with preexisting faults 
organized in domains to further deformation. In 
the present  study we address a general problem 
of tectonic evolution from faulting of an intact 
crust to the organization of fault domains, and 
finally to the long-term distribution of extension 
in the crust. 

Much of the recent discussion on block rota- 
tion is focused on the validity of the rigid-block 
concept (Anders et al., 1993; Reches, 1994). Since 
we are concerned with the strength envelope, the 
internal deformation of the blocks is immaterial 
as long as the faults slip. Fault slip documents 
stresses reaching the slip criterion. We first refor- 
mulate the rotated fault problem for normal 
faults. We derive the long-term stress-strain rela- 
tions typical of frictional response, and apply 
these relations to the two modes of large exten- 
sions: fault migration and second generation fault 
sets. Finally, we apply these modes to the ob- 
served patterns of extensional faults. 

2. The mode l  

The deformation in faulted areas is largely 
accommodated by sliding in coherently rotating 
domains (Freund, 1974; Garfunkel,  1974; Ron et 
al., 1984; Jackson et al., 1988). The active faults 
within each domain form a parallel set (Fig. 2a,b). 
We shall derive a frictional rheology that will 
mimic a simplified model for extension of the 
upper  crust from a state of an intact brittle layer 
to an organized state of rotational domains. The 
mechanical response of the crust includes onset 
of faults, sliding along these faults, and the ensu- 
ing rotation of fault planes. We do not treat here 
the contribution of the lower ductile plate, and 
assume for simplicity that it adds a constant term 
to the strength of the plate. We explore the 
response of a brittle-ductile composite elsewhere 
(Agnon and Reches, 1991; Reches and Agnon, 
1992). 

2.1. Fundamental constitutive laws 

The strength of the upper  crust is bound by 
the strength of frictional sliding on faults (Goetze 

and Evans, 1979; Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980; Mc- 
Garr,  1980; Dahlen, 1984). According to the 
adopted Mohr -Cou lomb  constitutive relation, 
sliding on a given surface is limited by the shear 
stress ~- across that surface: 

7 ~< C i +/zio" n ( l a )  

3" ~ Cf  +/,.Lfo- n ( l b )  

where C is the cohesion, /z is the coefficient of 
friction, and ~r n is the effective normal stress 
across the surface. The subscripts i and f refer to 
intact and faulted surfaces, respectively. Equation 
(1) implies that when the shear stress is lower 
than the strength (right-hand side) the fault does 
not slide. Conversely, when the fault slide, the 
shear stress equals the strength. In this quasi- 
static picture, the shear stress can not exceed the 
strength. Hence,  one can infer the peak shear 
stresses from the activity of sliding. The blocks 
bounded by faults likely deform internally by 
small-scale faulting and folding (Anders et al., 
1993; Reches, 1994), and this deformation may 
affect the loci and the timing of sliding on bound- 
ing faults. But the details of deformation within 
the blocks do not affect the upper  bound of the 
stress imposed by the bounding faults. It follows 
that the stress evolution of a fault can be derived 
as long as its dip and depth during deformation 
are known. 

The widely used strength envelopes of the 
crust are based on the assumption that faults are 
available at all orientations (Goetze and Evans, 
1979; Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980). Therefore,  
faults at optimal orientations exist for any state of 
stress. Similarly, in a pile of loose sand slip sur- 
faces can form in any orientation without break- 
ing intact grains (e.g., Handin, 1969; Dahlen, 
1984). Once a slip plane rotates away from its 
optimal orientation, a more favorably oriented 
plane may be activated and loose sand can flow 
under a constant state of stress. The situation is 
different in the upper  crust where large-scale 
deformation is apparently accommodated by slip 
along few discrete fault surfaces of restricted 
orientations (Jackson et al., 1988; Thatcher  and 
Hill, 1991). This localized mode dominates proba- 
bly because random discontinuities in intact rocks 
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form rough surfaces dominated by asperities and 
cross-cutting intersections (Scholz, 1990). Rup- 
ture of asperities and intersections conceivably 
require higher stresses than the frictional strength 
of the few active faults. 

2.2. Insight from geological observation 

Freund (1974) recognized two modes of large- 
scale deformation by faulting in two dimensions: 
rotational mode, in which slip and rotation along 
a single set of active faults dominate the defor- 
mation (Fig. 2a,b), and non-rotational mode, in 
which two sets of active faults cross and displace 
each other (Fig. 2c,d). Strain increase by the 
non-rotational mode requires either continuous 
generation of new fault surfaces, or substantial 
plastic deformation within the blocks (Fig. 2c,d) 
(Oertel, 1965). Either of these processes demand 
widespread and pervasive rupturing of the blocks. 
On the other hand, strain increase by the rota- 
tional mode requires substantial plastic deforma- 
tion at the margins of the deformed region 
(shaded in Fig. 2a,b), and relatively small defor- 
mation within the blocks. 

Of the two modes depicted in Fig. 2, the 
rotational mode is more commonly observed in 
regions of distributed extension or shear. Bedding 

planes, remnant magnetization vectors, and mi- 
cro-structural features on block bounding faults 
record the rotations (Proffett, 1977; Stewart, 1980; 
Ron et al., 1984, 1990). Active fault planes may 
rotate 30 ° or more around horizontal or vertical 
axes before a second-generation set of faults 
forms (Fig. 1) (Proffett, 1977; Ron et al., 1990). 
Combined block rotation and internal non-rota- 
tional deformation was observed in clay-cake ex- 
periments (Reches, 1988), and inferred for the 
Basin and Range Province (Anders et al., 1993). 

The actual deformation path will be combined 
from increments of deformation at the mode that 
momentarily requires lowest stresses. We inter- 
pret the abundance of the rotational mode as 
indicating that the work-hardening in this mode 
is generally lower than in the non-rotational 
mode. The excess hardening of the non-rotational 
mode presumably drives the organization of 
crustal blocks into domains of coherently rotating 
subparallel faults. Finally, repetitive slip on a set 
of unfavorably oriented planes indicates that slip 
on an existing discontinuity is still easier than 
rupture of the intact rock on a crustal scale 
(Handin, 1969; Nur et al., 1986). Rupture of 
intact crust would occur only when the hardening 
by block rotation increases the strength along an 
existing fault to that of intact rocks. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Strength of intact (squares) and saw-cut (triangles) gabbro as a function of confining pressure (after Stesky et al., 1974); 
(b) Failure and sliding strength of rocks (Mohr diagram space): square symbols denote failure for various rocks compiled from 
Handin (1966); straight line is a linear fit to the square symbols; lower segmented line is Byerlee law. 
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2.3. Experimental constraints 

Consider an intact thin crustal plate loaded to 
rupture and then deforming by post-rupture slip 
along the newly formed set of faults. The key 
parameter  in controlling the response is the 
strength difference between intact rocks and 
faulted rocks (Handin (1969). The detailed mea- 
surements of Stesky et al. (1974) on gabbro (Fig. 
3a) indicated that the fracture strength of intact 
gabbro is higher than the frictional strength of 
faulted samples by over 300 MPa. Granites show 
an even higher strength difference of up to 600 
MPa (Scholz, 1990, his fig. 1.12). 

Figure 3b displays shear strength of 30 intact 
rock samples reported in Handin (1966) on a 
Mohr  diagram. These samples include all faulting 
tests that yielded under  brittle conditions: tem- 
perature  of 150°C or below, pre-rupture  strain 
smaller than 0.05, and measurable faulting angle. 
The samples include five specimens of basalt and 
gabbro, nine specimens of granite, gneiss and 
quartzite, five specimens of diorite and syenite, 
four specimens of peridotite and pyroxenite, and 
seven specimens of sedimentary rocks. This 
strength can be compared with the frictional re- 
sistance of rocks. Byerlee (1978) has demon- 
strated that, in general, the frictional resistance 
to slip in laboratory experiments does not depend 
on rock type, temperature,  or strain rate. He 
showed that in many experiments: 

/x f=0 .85  C f = 0 f o r 3 < ~ r  n < 2 0 0 M P a  (2a )  

IXf = 0.6 Cf = 60 MPa for tr, > 200 MPa (2b)  

The frictional strength according to Byerlee Law 
is also shown in Fig. 3b as a segmented line. The 
least-squares fit of the strength of intact rock 
samples (Fig. 3b) suggests that the shear strength 
of intact rock is at least 50 MPa higher than rock 
faulted in the optimal orientation for slip. 

2.4. Strength and work-hardening of  faults 

Consider a rectangular two-dimensional body 
that accommodates  strain by slip and rotation of 
blocks along a single set of parallel faults (Fig. 
2a). The two short boundaries of the deforming 

body may rotate, whereas the two long sides do 
not rotate (Reches, 1979; Garfunkel,  1989). The 
frictional strength of the faults (Eq. 1) determines 
the post-rupture yield stress of the model. 

Rewriting the expression for 7 and tr, (1) in 
terms of the effective principal stresses, we obtain 
the differential stress required for slip on a fault 
whose normal is at an angle 0 from oq axis: 

2(Ce + tZe~r~) 
Atr(0)  =~r l - ~ r 3 =  sin 2 0 + t x f ( 1  - c o s  20) (3) 

This expression is devised for extensional faulting 
in which ~r t, the maximum principal compressive 
stress, is vertical, and 0 is the fault dip. The 
vertical stress is controlled by depth and the 
right-hand side of (3) depends explicitly on the 
vertical stress try. In calculations the initial depth 
and the deformation path should be specified 
such that tr 1 is fully determined by the lithostatic 
overburden. 

Strength of  intact rock 
We now examine the transition in the fric- 

tional medium from rupture of intact body to 
post-rupture slip and rotation. The orientation of 
the newly formed faults, 0i, is controlled by a 
Mohr -Cou lomb criterion (la). This transition is 
illustrated in Fig. 4, using the same data as Fig. 
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Fig. 4. Strength versus angle between the normal to rotating 
fault planes (0 in Fig. 2b) and the axis of maximum compres- 
sive stress. Solid squares denote failure for rocks of Fig. 3b; 
curves indicate strength according to Byerlee law; upper solid 
curve after (2a) and lower dotted curve after (2b). 
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3b (from Handin,  1966), in terms of the stress 
ratio Orl//Or 3 v e r s u s  fault angle 0. The mean value 
of O'1//O" 3 with error bars shown as a cross in Fig. 
4. The curves correspond to the stress ratio 0"~/o- 3 
necessary to maintain slip along a fault inclined 
at the angle 0 for Byerlee Law (2). For example, 
a ratio 0.1/0.3 --- 5 (point A in Fig. 4) is sufficient 

for slip along a fault whose normal is inclined at 
0 --- 80 ° to 0.1 for high confining pressure (2b), but 
a ratio of about 7 is required to slip a fault with 
the same orientation for low confining pressure 
(solid curve in Fig. 4). The minimum of each 
curve is at angle 0mi n = arctan( /xf) /2  + 45 °. 

Fig. 4 underscores two observations: First, the 
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Fig. 5. The effect of rotation on the sliding strength of faults: (a) Strength versus rotation of normal faults for a range of parameters 
under invariant depth (see text for further details). (b) Mohr construction for pre- and post-rupture states of stress for normal 
faulting with constant tr I. The least compressional stress o- 3 takes a negative value of - 20 MPa prior to rupture, and it increases as 
extensional stress drops to 60 MPa (gray circle) after rupture. 
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Fig. 6. The stress cycle under frictional rheology. (a) Stress-strain relation for an initially intact rock that deforms elastically (O-A),  
by rupture of a fault set (A-B),  and by fault rotation, assuming constant fault length (B-C). (b) Softening due to shallowing (see 
text). Thin curve, calculated for a constant depth, reaches the level of rupture stress (horizontal arrows) at 23 ° tilt (Point C). Lower 
bold curve accounts for shallowing assuming a constant fault length. Thin curve shows the effect of shallowing on the intact rupture 
strength (Eqs. 4-5). The curves cross at the instability point, at 27 ° (point C'). The horizontal principal stress o- 3 becomes negative 
at 25 °. (c) Mohr construction for the effect of shallowing. 
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Fig. 6 (cont inued) .  

mean  initial fault angle in the experiments  0 i = 
2 7 ° +  5 ° does not  differ significantly f rom the 
Omi n = 25 ° for (2a) and 0mi n = 30 ° for (2b). Second,  
the mean  stress ratio required to break an intact 
rock spec imen 0-1/0-3 -~ 7 + 2 is larger than the 
stress ratio required to slip an existing fault with 
the same orientat ion.  

These  two observations are not  surprising. In  
terms of  the Mohr  yielding envelope,  the first 
observat ion implies that  the ' in ternal  friction'  of  
intact rocks is similar to the coefficient of  friction 
of  an existing fault, ]d, i ~ /t/,f. The  second observa- 
t ion implies that  the cohesion of  an intact rock is 
larger than the cohesion of  an existing fault (C i > 
Cf) (Fig. 3). These  observat ions form the basis for 
our  est imate of  frictional rheology of  upper  crustal 
rocks. 

Consider  a fault that  forms within the ranges 
of  O'1/O" 3 and 0 i indicated by the cross in Fig. 4 
(7 + 2 and 2 7 ° +  5 ° respectively). The  onset  of  
faulting reduces  the s t rength to the frictional 
s trength t o  0"1//0"3 ~ 4 + 1 (between the curves of  
Fig. 4). Frictional sliding on this fault with the 
ensuing rota t ion cause s t rength increase along 
the appropr ia te  frictional curve. The  fault will 
lock once the rota t ion equates  the frictional 
s trength to the intact strength,  following a rota- 
tion of  15°-30 ° f rom the initial fault (points B 
and C in Fig. 4). Fur the r  strain will require  rup- 
ture of  a new fault at 0 i. 

Work-hardening 
Fig. 5a shows calculated work-hardening  due 

to fault rotat ions for a range of  parameters ,  and 
Fig. 5b shows an example for a Mohr  construc- 
t ion for rotat ions at a constant  0-1- The  upper  pair  
of  curves are for a depth  of  about  11 km and the 
lower pair  are for  a depth  of  about  7.5 km (dry 
rock). Byerlee 's  law (Eq. 2a) is assumed for all 
calculations. The  circle on each curve corre-  
sponds to the stress and the rotat ion at failure 
according to the respective intact s trength (see 
legend). The  high rotat ion for the lowest curve is 
not  realistic. The  normal  stress for rupture  in that  
curve is negative 20 MPa,  a state of  stress which 
is likely to exceed the tensional cracking strength. 

Fig. 6a shows an example of  a stress-strain 
relat ion for the frictional rheology. The  relat ion 
is composed  of  an elastic p re - rup ture  region O - A ,  
rupture  of  a fault set in the region A - B ,  and fault 
rota t ion in the region B - C .  The  fault rota t ion 
s t rength is calculated versus rota t ion (0 i -0)  as in 
Fig. 5a, and the strain shown is thinning, assum- 
ing the length of  a fault is conserved.  The  depth  
of  a point  on  a fault that  dips at dip 0 is given by: 

sin 0 
H(O) = H  o sin 0 i (4) 

where  H o is the initial depth  (Fig. 2). Therefore ,  
the thinning strain e is given by: 

sin 0 i 
e ( 0 )  = In sin---O (5) 

The  sector B - C  on the stress-strain curve of  
Fig. 6a corresponds  to a 22 ° rigid-block rota t ion 
f rom 0 i = 65 ° at B to 0 = 43 ° at C. Mainta ining 
slip for 0 < 43 ° requires larger stresses than that  
required at smaller rotations.  Therefore ,  the 
pos t - rupture  deformat ion  of  sector B - C  in Fig. 
5a is a work-hardening  stage. The  rota t ion and 
work-hardening  will cont inue  as far as the stresses 
required to mainta in  slip are smaller than the 
stresses required to rupture  the intact rock (the 
stress that  cor responds  to point  A in Fig. 6a). 
W h e n  work-hardening  reach this level at point  C, 
a new set of  faults initiates at 0 i = 65 ° and the 
stress drops. 

Nur  et al. (1986) found  that  the angle of  maxi- 
m u m  active rota t ion varies be tween 20 ° and 45 ° 
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for a reasonable range of mechanical properties 
(Cf/Ci, Iz and 0). Garfunkel  (1989, fig. 6) ex- 
plored the effects of varying /~ and 0, as well as 
the pore pressure, on the maximal angles of rota- 
tion by strike slip. He  adopts C i of 100 MPa, and 
showed that pore pressure and the uncertainty in 
p~ give a small effect, increasing the allowed rota- 
tion by a few degrees. The most significant uncer- 
tainty lies in the cohesion. Allowing a wide range 
of frictional propert ies he has evaluated the maxi- 
mal rotation around the vertical axis to be be- 
tween 15 ° and 40 °. The present  analysis gives a 
similar range of rotation angles for normal faults. 

The effect of shallowing 
Crustal extension and thinning decrease the 

depth and hence the lithostatic load o- v Fig. 6b 
shows s t rength-ro ta t ion  relation accounting for a 
thinning strain calculated conserving the length 
of the fault in the plane of deformation. In the 
absence of sedimentation, the shallowing of (Eq. 
4) and thinning (Eq. 5) are lower bounds on the 
actual values. Additional shallowing may result 
from intra-block thinning (cross-cutting secondary 
faults, ductile deformation, or erosion). 

Fig. 6b shows the effect of shallowing on a 
single work-hardening stage. The thin curve shows 

the work-hardening without shallowing effect, un- 
der the rupture limit of 200 MPa (arrows), calcu- 
lated from Eq. (2) with a constant ~r 1 (same as in 
Fig. 6a). The lower bold curve in Fig. 6b is 
calculated from the same equation, but with or I = 
Po sin(0)/sin(0i),  where Po is the initial effective 
lithostatic stress (Eq. 4). This curve indicates ini- 
tial softening (curve B - C ' )  that could apparently 
lead to rotations larger than 45 ° . However, as the 
strength of the intact rock decreases even faster 
(curve A - C ' ) ,  second-generation faults will rup- 
ture after 27 ° rotation (C')  due to the softening of 
the intact rock. Fig. 6c illustrates the effect of 
shallowing by a Mohr  construction. 

2.5. Strength of a crustal plate: evolution from 
intact to multi domain 

The repetition of the A - B - C  described in Fig. 
6a generates a 'saw-tooth'  stress-rotation curve of 
Fig. 7. Each vertical segment (AB, CD, EF) cor- 
responds to rupture of a new generation of faults. 
This saw-tooth response is valid under a constant 
0-1, a requirement  that does not hold, in general, 
for an extending crust (see above). 

Fig. 8 illustrates two modes of faulting that 
might correspond to the stress-rotation curve of 
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Fig. 7. Stress-rotation relation for a faulted plate under  frictional rheology. Note the 'saw-tooth' shape response to high rotations, 
o- 1 is constant. 
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Fig. 7. In the first mode, the active zone locks 
and the new sets of faults rupture an adjacent 
zone in the crust (sequence i-ii-iii). In the sec- 
ond mode, newly formed second-generation fault 
sets cross-cut the locking rotated set (sequence 
i - iv-vi) .  The selection rules between the modes 
are related to additional hardening mechanisms, 
as well as strength and thickness irregularities, 
not accounted in the present  idealized treatment.  
The integration of the two modes leaves a finite 
deformation such as illustrated in the bot tom of 
Fig. 8 (vi). 

For applying the model to a crustal plate, one 
needs to consider the ductile lower crust. At the 
present  application we refer to the lower crust as 
having a constant strength that just shifts the 

strength-rotation curve (Fig. 7) by a constant. 
Such a shift does not modify the above behavior. 
Incorporat ion of the transient rheology of the 
lower crust is discussed elsewhere (Agnon and 
Reches, 1991; Reches and Agnon, 1992). 

3. Discussion 

3.1. Field observations 

We discuss here some implications of the fric- 
tional rheology introduced above for common 
field observations in extended regions. These ob- 
servations include rotations of active fault sets, 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  FAULTING 
C C-D 
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E E-F 

E - F  
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Fig. 8. Modes of extension by fault domain rotation: (i) onset  of faulting in a domain,  the width of which on the order ot  the 
thickness of  the seismogenic crust; (ii) faults rotated to unfavorable dips and a new domain is forming adjacent to the locking 
domain; (iii) further  migration of faulting and rotation; (iv) faults have rotated to unfavorable angles and second generation faults 
rupture the domain; (v) fault from second generation rotate to unfavorable dips; (vi) extended region with mixed mode rotations. 
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second-generation faulting, and migration of de- 
formation. 

Seismicity at intermediate to low-angle faults: 
Jackson (1987) has reviewed a global (continen- 
tal) set of large (M S > 5.5) normal faulting earth- 
quakes. The distribution of dip of nodal planes 
from fault-plane solutions of these earthquakes 
(82 events) peak at 400-50 ° , and the peak is 
stronger for fault planes in the subset for which 
this plane is detectable (15 events). Thatcher  and 
Hill (1991) summarized additional data, and in- 
ferred that most of the large earthquakes cluster 
around 45 ° dipping planes. These studies propose 
that the originally steeper planes (dip ~ 60 °) have 
rotated and currently cause the pronounced activ- 
ity on the intermediate-low-angle fault planes. 
Observed rotations of 15°-30 ° of the most active 
fault planes, from 0 i = 60 ° to 0 = 450-50 ° (Jack- 
son, 1987; Thatcher  and Hill, 1991; Anders et al., 
1993) agree well with rotations predicted by our 
analysis using well accepted values of friction 
angle (Figs. 5-6). 

Tilt Distributions and Multiple Sets: Fig. 9 shows 
the distribution of the tilt angles measured in 

bedding surfaces in the Basin and Range province 
by Stewart (1980). About 85% of the tilt angles of 
the blocks are distributed almost uniformly below 
32 ° (group I in Fig. 9). One may also note a 
quasi-uniform distribution of tilts, at a signifi- 
cantly lower frequency, in the range 320-52 ° 
(group II in Fig. 9), and very few blocks tilted 
above 57 ° (group III). Large block tilt beyond the 
fault locking angles, presumably occurs by succes- 
sively created fault generations at optimal angle 
(Figs. 1, 5-8)  (Proffett, 1977). The second-gener- 
ation faults becomes active and rotates, while 
increasing the rotations of the primary set. Fur- 
ther rotation may be achieved on a third-genera- 
tion set (Fig. 1). Ron et al. (1990) infer up to 41 ° 
rigid-block rotation on a single active set of 
strike-slip faults set along the Dead Sea Trans- 
form. Additional rotations have generated sec- 
ond-generation (and perhaps third-generation) 
fault sets. 

As pointed out by previous authors, the uncer- 
tainties in material properties prohibit a well-de- 
fined prediction for the limiting rotation angles of 
active normal faults. Yet, the commonly accepted 
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values for material properties give predictions in 
semi-quantitative agreement with observations. 
Consider Garfunkel 's effective C i = 100 MPa, and 
Sibson's (1985) average values, Cf = 0, /z i = /zf  = 
0.75. The maximum rotation for these values is 
32 ° (with a constant maximum compression), in 
good agreement with the seismicity observations 
discussed above. Therefore,  the uniform fre- 
quency of fault rotations between 0 and 32 ° (Fig. 
9, group I) suggests variability in mechanical 
properties across domains. 

We interpret the angle of block tilt as an 
indication to the range of rotation within which 
work-hardening was sufficient to drive the defor- 
mation away to an adjacent domain. The drop in 
frequency of tilts beyond 32 ° suggests that only a 
fraction of the domains in the Basin and Range 
province have undergone second-generat ion 
faulting (the style of Fig. 1a-b; Proffett, 1977). 
Further,  the few domains tilted 570-82 ° suggest 
that third-generation faulting occurred in even 
fewer domains (Fig. lc). 

The distribution in Fig. 9 suggests instabilities: 
domains that tilt beyond 32 ° and 52 ° , respectively, 
soften considerably and absorb much of the ex- 
tension by large rotations. Such an instability can 
be related to the generation of secondary sets. A 
further instability by third-generation faulting may 
explain the low abundance of group III tilts (Fig. 
9). These highly tilted domains localize extension, 
being the 'weakest link in the chain'. But the 
question remains regarding why a secondary set 
should be weaker than a new fault set on an 
adjacent block. To answer to this question one 
has to consider the contribution of the ductile 
deeper  rocks in the plate to strength (Kusznir and 
Park, 1987; Sonder, 1989; Buck, 1991; Agnon and 
Reches, 1991; Reches and Agnon, 1992), that is 
beyond the scope of the present model. 

The amount of rotation is bounded by Eq. (3) 
which is devised specifically for extensional fault- 
ing. Sibson (1985) points out that the stress ratio 
increase to infinity at rotations ~ 30 °, if the mean 
stress in the plane of deformation is kept con- 
stant. This, however, is not a concern during 
normal faulting where the vertical normal stress 
is depth controlled. The stress ratio can physically 
approach infinity as the least compression tends 

to zero. The only practical limitations on reactiva- 
tion of rotated normal faults are the shear 
strength of intact rock (Fig. 6c) and its tensional 
fracture strength (Le Pichon and Chamot-Rooke, 
1991). 

Migration of activity: Zoback et al. (1980) have 
delineated large-scale, long-term migration of ex- 
tension in the Basin and Range. Wallace (1984, 
1987) has demonstrated migration of faulting ac- 
tivity in the Basin and Range with spatial resolu- 
tion of individual block and temporal resolution 
of decades. Other extensional terrains show mi- 
gration of deformation as well (e.g., Angelier et 
al., 1982). In the present treatment it is work- 
hardening that drives migration of activity. If an 
active domain work hardens, it will lock once it 
becomes harder than another domain that is 
poised for yielding. The incumbent active domain 
releases the load and absorb the extension. Since 
it is the load instability that controls localization 
versus migration, the hardening calculated here is 
insufficient for locking. The effect of thinning on 
the cross-sectional area and frictional resistance 
overcomes hardening. Therefore ,  hardening 
mechanisms in the ductile part of the lithosphere 
are likely to work in regions of distributed defor- 
mation. 

3.2. The present frictional rheology model versus 
previous models 

The Mohr-Coulomb strength envelope is simi- 
lar to conventional plastic yield surfaces in that 
only a part of the deforming body is undergoing 
deformation at any given instance. The rest of the 
body is elastic, and can be treated rigid in consid- 
ering large strains (e.g., Cotrell, 1953). The im- 
portant difference between continuum plasticity 
and the frictional rheology is due to the strength 
difference between intact and faulted rock. This 
strength difference drives fault-plane rotation. 
Slip-plane rotation is well known in crystal plas- 
ticity, but in that case it is lattice anisotropy that 
drives rotation (Cotrell, 1953; Lister et al., 1978; 
Takeshita et al., 1990; Ribe and Yu, 1991). The 
anisotropy generated by fault sets in the brittle 
crust is distinct from lattice anisotropy in that it is 
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genera ted  by deformat ion  (Reches,  1978), and 
therefore,  it depends  on the deformat ion  path. 

The  term 'p l a t e '  is normal ly  reserved for litho- 
spheric blocks, bu t  a few lines of evidence suggest 
that  in highly extended regions the crust is decou- 
pled from the mant le  l i thosphere.  The lower crust 
is of ten inferred to form a weak channe l  be tween  
the upper  crust and  the mant le  l i thosphere (Kruse 
et al., 1991). Geological  s tructures and stratigra- 
phy of me tamorph ic  core complexes suggest large 
d isp lacements  of an ' u p p e r  bri t t le  plate '  above a 
semi ducti le  layer (Cr i t t enden  et al., 1980). The  
low flexural rigidity inferred  for extended regions 
fur ther  supports  the no t ion  of decoupl ing  (Kusz- 
nir, 1991; Eb inger  et al., 1991). A n o t h e r  indica- 
t ion for decoupl ing  be tween  the block tectonics 
of the shallow crust and the more  con t inuous  
deformat ion  in the subs t ra tum is the opposing 
sense of rotat ions (a round  horizontal  as well as 
vertical axes) of adjacent  domains  f requent ly  ob- 
served (Stewart, 1980; Ron  et al., 1984). If decou-  
pl ing is insufficient,  uppe r  crustal blocks are em- 
bedded  passively in a large-scale flow of the litho- 
sphere (Eng land  and Jackson, 1989; Molnar ,  
1992). In such cases our  analysis is incomplete ,  
since we have assumed the plate  is loaded at its 
ends. 

A g n o n  and E ide lman  (1991) have al luded to 
ha rden ing  by crustal block rota t ion as a mecha-  
nism that  might  control  necking instabilit ies.  The  
p resen t  approach is different  in that  we focus on 
instabil i ty in the stress ra ther  than  in the load. 
The  effect of shallowing on the frictional s t rength 
more  than  offsets the ha rden ing  at a given depth.  
Load-cont ro l led  necking instabili ty in highly ro- 
ta ted domains  will result,  unless ha rden ing  from 
the ducti le  lower l i thosphere can suppress the 
sof tening of the frict ional upper  crust (Agnon  
and Reches,  1991; Reches  and Agnon ,  1992). 
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